
4.1 simple  sentences  
 
Can   you   find   my   lost   ring ?   If   
                           
 
 
you   do,   please   bring   it   back .   I  
                               
 
 
long   for   it   back   on   my   hand .    
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
ai -ay w oa ow -ie -igh -le -o- a e i o u -y ee or z -zz wh ea -se -ze -ng    th of to into said they go all I too you do also was their 
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4.2 simple  sentences  
 
We   all   ran   up   the   grass   bank .  
                           
 
 
The   sun   sank   behind   the   hills .     
                               
 
 
Thanks   for   a   wonderful   day !        
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
ai -ay w oa ow -ie -igh -le -o- a e i o u -y ee or z -zz wh ea -se -ze -ng -nk    th of to into said they go all I too you do also was their 
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4.3 simple  sentences  
 
Victor   has   an   old   white   van .      
                           
 
 
He   paints   his   van   red .   He   gets  
                               
 
 
red   paint   all   over   his   vest !         
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
w oa ow -ie -igh -le -o- a e i o u -y ee or z -zz wh ea -se -ze -ng -nk v    th of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over 
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4.4 simple  sentences  
 
“Do   you   like   my   van ?”   said       
                           
 
 
Victor   to   his   wife .    His  wife         
                               
 
 
replied,   “ I   love  it  bright   red ! ”      
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
-ie -igh -le -o- a e i o u -y ee or z -zz wh ea -se -ze -ng -nk v -ve    th of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like 
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4.5 simple  sentences  
 
Brooke   is   a   good   cook .    Look     
                           
 
 
at   the   hot   pies   on   the   table .     
                               
 
 
I   am   hooked   on   this   cooking !     
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
-le -o- a e i o u -y ee or z -zz wh ea -se -ze -ng -nk v -ve oo    th of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like 
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4.6 simple  sentences  
 
We   cannot   see   in   the   gloom .      
                           
 
 
Soon,   the   full   moon   will   flood     
                               
 
 
the   night   sky   with   moonlight .       
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
a e i o u -y ee or z -zz wh ea -se -ze -ng -nk v -ve oo oo    th of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood 
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4.7 simple  sentences  
 
I   am   happy   to   see   that   it   is    
                           
 
 
a   very   sunny   day .    Can   Mandy  
                               
 
 
and   I   play   on   the   grass   today?  
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
a e i o u -y ee or z -zz wh ea -se -ze -ng -nk v -ve oo oo -y    th of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood 
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4.8 simple  sentences  
 
“ Fix   my   little   metal   box   please .  
                           
 
 
I   have   six   wax   candles   in   it .     
                               
 
 
This   is   the   best   box   for   them .”  
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
ee or z -zz wh ea -se -ze -ng -nk v -ve oo oo -y x    th of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood 
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4.9 simple  sentences  
 
“ This   key   will   unlock   my   metal   
                           
 
 
box .   Mum   says   candles   must   be  
                               
 
 
kept   safe   from   ‘ little  monkeys ’ ! ”  
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
ee or z -zz wh ea -se -ze -ng -nk v -ve oo oo -y x -ey    th of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood says 
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4.10 simple  sentences  
 
“ Can   you   smell   chips   frying   in    
                           
 
 
the   chip   pan ?    I  can .    Yummy !   
                               
 
 
It   is   chicken   and   chips   for   tea.”  
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
wh ea -se -ze -ng -nk v -ve oo oo -y x -ey ch    th of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood says 
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4.11 simple  sentences  
 
“ Shall   we   get   chips   from   the      
                           
 
 
fish   and   chip   shop ?   It’s   such   a  
                               
 
 
good   shop   for   a   speedy   meal . ”  
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
wh ea -se -ze -ng -nk v -ve oo oo -y x -ey ch sh    th of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood says it’s 
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4.12 simple  sentences  
 
“This   is   the   best   show   that   I’ve  
                           
 
 
seen .    Do   you   think   that   we       
                               
 
 
can   come   to   this   show   again ?”   
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences. 
-ng -nk v -ve oo oo -y x -ey ch sh th      of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again 
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